
loaded
questions®  adult

ages 17+  |  4-6 players

OBJECT
Be the player with the most points after 3-4 full rounds of 
play (depending on the # of players). Points are scored by 
(a) matching players’ answers correctly on your turn and  
(b) writing the favorite answer on everyone else’s turn.

CONTENTS
“The Questionator” Spinner Board, Answer/Score Pad, 
Six Pencils, and 50 Playing Cards featuring 250 adult 
Loaded Questions® organized in these five fun categories:

 

SET-UP

1.  Shuffle the cards and place them facedown in the 
middle of the play area.

2.  All players take an answer sheet and pencil and write 
their name (or nickname) at the top of their answer sheet.

3.  The shortest player takes The Questionator and flicks the 
spinner to start the game. Play moves clockwise.

NOTES ON PLAY

•  Many of the questions are open to interpretation...and 
there are NO right or wrong answers. Just write neatly!

•   Players will collectively decide how much time they spend 
writing answers and guessing “who said what”.

•  If for some reason you don’t like the question you’re 
supposed to read OR you have already played the 
question from a previous game night, simply pick any 
other question on the card. We’re fine with it! Just make 
sure you only double points for the round if the spinner 
landed on the starred “Double Pleasure” space or the 
original question had a star next to it.

•  Do not write on the back of your answer sheet. (Players will 
know that it’s your answer sheet.)

•  You can print new answer sheets from the Loaded Questions® 
Adult page at AllThingsEqual.Games, where you can also 
(a) discover all of our creative / humor-based games, (b) get 
a better sense of who makes this game, and (c) send us 
questions and/or super positive feedback.

loaded
questions®

ADult
BLASPHEMY! - Either the question  or your possible answers...or both...are pure blasphemy

POP CULTURE - Covering movies, TV, social media, books, celebrities  and more

PERSONALS - These questions dig deeper and find out what you’re really into

HYPOTHETICALS - Some extremely  unlikely situations for you to consider

ADULTING - These goodies arenot sex-related, but will still get your juices flowing
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Pick your favorite answer and then try 
matching ALL the answers BEFORE the 

reader reveals “who said what”.
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(our “clever” name for this basic spinner board)

THE QUESTIONATOR

ON YOUR TURN

1.  Flick the spinner, pick the top card, and read aloud the 
corresponding question.

•  If the spinner lands on the starred 
space, you can pick any question 
you want and points are doubled.

•  If the spinner lands on a color and 
the corresponding question has a 
star next to it, points are doubled.

2.  All other players (not you) secretly write their personal answer 
to the question on their answer sheet. Write neatly!

3.  All answers are collected, shuffled, and read aloud by  
the player to your right. (You will not see the handwriting, 
because the player to your right is reading the answers 
aloud.) After hearing ALL of the answers, you must FIRST 
pick your favorite answer and THEN guess which player 
wrote which answer.

•           It helps to hear the 
question again before 
answers are read aloud.

•   The reader should  
review and shuffle the 
answers before reading 
them aloud.

Who is literally a son-of-a-bitch?

For what commercial product would 
you be the perfect spokesperson?

What could someone do to make 
you kick them out of your bedroom?

What one thing in the room would 
you not want to lick? 

What is your idea of foreplay?

•  Players should be discreet when answers are read aloud, 
when you are selecting your favorite answer, and when 
you are guessing “who said what”.

•  Whether you like an answer because it was hilarious, 
honest, creative or ridiculous, it is up to you in deciding 
your “favorite”.

4.  The player to your right reveals which player wrote which 
answer and points are scored as follows:

•  You get one point for every correctly matched answer.  
Mark your point total in the square box at the bottom  
of your answer sheet for the round in play. (A round  
is defined as every player having one turn guessing  

“who said what”.) If points are doubled for the turn,  
make sure you double your score.

•    The player who wrote your favorite answer fills in one 
bubble at the bottom of their answer sheet. If points  
are doubled on the turn, they fill in two bubbles.  
Every filled-in bubble equals two points.

Used cards should be moved away from the play area.  
Play moves clockwise, so the player to your left will flick the 
spinner on The Questionator to start a new turn.

HOW TO WIN 

The player with the most points after 3-4 full rounds of play 
(depending on the # of players) wins the game. We recommend 
playing four full rounds in a 4-player game and three full rounds 
in a 5-6 player game...but you can decide if you want a shorter 
or longer game. If there is a tie, continue playing until one of the 
tied players has more points than the other tied player(s).

(For example, if the spinner lands on a red space read aloud the red question.)

(There are no right or wrong answers, but players are
encouraged to get creative with their answers!)
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Joe’s butt
Lil P

my dirty underwear
Joea cucumber

Dude

steak knife

Coco

My favorite answer is Joe’s 
butt, and I think Coco wrote 

that. I think Lil P said steak 
knife. Dude said a 

cucumber. And Joe said 
my dirty underwear.

(Say your favorite answer and attempt 
to match EVERY answer BEFORE

learning “who said what”.)
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Favorite answer = 1 bubble (or 2 bubbles if the turn is doubled)

Add round scores +
filled-in bubbles;

1 bubble = 2 points

4-Player Game Only

ROUND 1 ROUND 2 ROUND 3 ROUND 4
TOTALWrite the # of matches on your turn per round (     = double points)

2 2

(The player above has a total of 23 points- 9 points earned on their three 
turns + 14 points for writing favorite answers. Every bubble = 2 points.)

5 23


